**Funboard**
This ride might look small but it supplies unlimited indoor fun. The Gecko XL is the larger version of the Gecko. The longer aluminum profile and larger knee pads make sure that older children can join the fun. To start going forward simply place your knees on the pads and move the handle from side to side. Voila, in no time you are moving like a tiny gecko around the house.

**Streetwave**
Infento’s take on the classic skateboard. This ride is equipped with our ingenious lean-to-steer Stabilizr® system built in front and back. This means you can make sharper turns and it will immediately come back to its normal position as soon as you stop leaning.

**Gecko XL**
This side might look small but it supplies unlimited indoor fun. The Gecko XL is the larger version of the Gecko. The longer aluminum profile and larger knee pads make sure that older children can join the fun. To start going forward simply place your knees on the pads and move the handle back and forth. As soon as you are moving like a tiny gecko around the house.

**Flowmotion XL**
The Flowmotion provides a fun and unexpected way of zooming around. The XL version has a longer aluminum profile and larger knee pads so older children can also join the fun! Put your feet on the back pads and start swaying your hips to move forward immediately. Looking for more excitement? Try mastering the 180 and 360 degrees turn! This ride definitely makes you stand out from the crowd.

**Cruiser**
Cruising through the park will be great fun with our Cruise. The unique 3-wheeled scooter uses lean-to-steer: you simply use your bodyweight to move in the desired direction and the Cruiser will follow. Thanks to its Stabilizr® system once you stop leaning the ride will immediately reverse into its default position, and you go straight again. The front brake makes sure you can stop safely.

**Caterpillar XL**
Sit back in your seat, put your feet on the handlebar and start wagging them from side to side. Once the swivel motion propels you forward like magic, it’s time to make your own obstacle course…! Go around the kitchen island and behind the chairs and turn right at the hallway! The XL version has a longer aluminium profile and a larger seat so older children can also join the fun!

**Dash**
Double crowing means double the fun! Keep one hand on the handlebar and one on the drift activator in the back. Once you get some speed, twist both at the same time and let go! Do you have fun? If not, try to find a slightly declining bit of pavement or ask a friend to give you a push! Then you can switch around.